These House Rules (the “Sports Book House Rules”) apply to the sports events offered for wagering and wagers placed at Yellow Brick Road Casino’s sports book, The Lounge with Caesars Sports (the “Sports Book”).

The Sports Book House Rules consist of the following sections:

- The General Rules; and
- The Individual Sports Rules, which apply to certain sports on a sport by sport basis.

These Sports Book House Rules, as written, control in all circumstances unless there is an express exception, different or contradictory rule or a new rule, not contained in these Sports Book House Rules, set forth on betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media created by Yellow Brick Road Casino and distributed for use at the Yellow Brick Road Casino and/or the Sports Book, in which case the exception(s) and/or rule(s) contained within such betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media shall control.

With respect to these Sports Book House Rules, the General Rules apply to all Sports Book wagers unless stated otherwise in the Individual Sports Rules. If there is any inconsistency between the Individual Sports Rules and the General Rules, the Individual Sports Rules shall prevail. If a particular sport or sports event, and/or authorized wager type, is not referenced in the Individual Sports Rules, the General Rules shall apply.

The Sports Book reserves the right to amend the Sports Book House Rules, including the payout odds contained in these Sports Book House Rules at any time, subject to the approval of the Oneida Indian Nation Gaming Commission. Any such revision will be binding and effective immediately once such revisions or revised Sports Book House Rules are made available to guests through updates to the Sports Book House Rules displayed in the Sports Book lounge and posted on Yellow Brick Road Casino’s website, and any wagers accepted after the rule changes have been made available to guests shall be governed by the revised Sports Book House Rules.

As used in these Sports Book House Rules, “Action” means that a Sports Book wager stands; a wager deemed “No Action” means that a Sports Book wager is deemed invalid and will be refunded. A Sports Book wager must have “Action” to be payable. Whether or not a wager has “Action” is determined on a case-by-case basis.

Sports Book guests should review and become aware of all of the rules affecting any sport(s) and/or sports event(s) on which they wish to place a wager, including those that are contained in specific betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media created by Yellow Brick Road Casino and distributed for use at the Yellow Brick Road Casino and/or the Sports Book.

Guests should be sure to review all betting sheets to determine if different or additional rules will apply to a particular wager and/or sports wagering event.
General Rules

1. Persons Prohibited from Placing or Redeeming Sports Book Wagers

The following individuals are prohibited from placing Sports Book wagers or collecting winnings from Sports Book wagers:

   a. Guests under the age of 18 (must provide valid proof of age acceptable to the Sports Book);

   b. Guests on any exclusion list, to the extent such Guest(s) were placed on the exclusion list prior to placing a Sports Book wager;

   c. Any Guest making a Sports Book wager on the account of or for any other person for compensation;

   d. A “Prohibited Sport Book Participant” defined as any person whose participation may undermine the integrity of the wagering on a sports event or the conduct of such sports event itself, or any person who is prohibited for other good cause, including, without limitation: any individual placing a wager as an agent or proxy; any athlete whose performance may be used to determine, in whole or in part, the outcome of such wagering; any person who is an athlete, player, coach, referee or other game official, physician, trainer, team employee or governing body employee, in any sports event overseen by such person’s sports governing body; any person with access to material, non-public confidential information about a sports event that is the subject of such wagering; a person identified to the applicable regulatory bodies by a sports governing body that such regulatory bodies agree is a person who should be a prohibited sportsbook participant; or a person who holds a position of authority or influence sufficient to exert influence over the participants in a sports event that is the subject of a wager, if such person is not otherwise described in this definition; and

   e. Any guest who is a direct or indirect legal or beneficial owner of 10 percent or greater of a sport’s governing body with respect to a sports wager on an event governed by such sport’s governing body.

*Any employee of a sports governing body, or one of its member teams, who is not a Prohibited Sports Book Participant must register with the applicable regulatory bodies prior to placing a wager on a sports event at the Sports Book by completing a registration form available at the Sports Book. Upon completion of such registration form, the Sports Book will submit the registration to the applicable regulatory bodies. The Sports Book takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the information on the registration form or for any missing information.

2. Funding Sports Book Wagers


   b. For a wager to be payable, it must have “Action” as determined by these Sports Book House Rules (or the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media). All wagers that are deemed “No Action”, as determined on a case-by-case basis, shall be refunded.
c. Once a Sports Book wager is accepted by the Sports Book, the wager may only be cancelled or voided as follows:

- At the discretion of the Sports Book management if a guest requests cancellation or voiding of the wager so long as the event for which the wager was placed has not yet begun;
- If during the processing of a wagering ticket, the event that is subject to such wager has begun prior to the completion of the wager acceptance, so long as the outcome of the event is not yet known, the wager may be voided by the Sports Book upon approval of the Sports Book management, provided any unilateral rescission or voiding of such wager must comply with Section 2(d) below.
- At the discretion of the Sports Book management if it is determined after accepting a wager but prior to the event subject to such wager beginning, that the Sports Book has accepted a wager from a Prohibited Sports Book Participant or from a guest otherwise described in Section 1 (a) – (e) of these Sports Book House Rules.
- Upon approval from the Oneida Indian Nation Gaming Commission, by the Sports Book, if, once the outcome of an event is known and prior to paying out a winning wager, it is determined that the Sports Book has accepted a wager from a Prohibited Sports Book Participant or from a guest otherwise described in Section 1 (a) – (e) of these Sports Book House Rules.
- If required by applicable regulatory bodies.

d. Sports Book wagers, once made by a guest and accepted by the Sports Book, may be unilaterally rescinded and voided by the Sports Book with the approval of the Oneida Indian Nation Gaming Commission.

e. Guests are responsible for any and all taxes, as may be applicable to a winning wager(s).

f. Wagers are official, based on the most current event and wagering data available and may not always match propositions within the Sports Book’s software.

g. The rules and pricing for individual parlay card wagers, if available, will be located on the physical card and/or sheet. All parlay cards must be in before game starts. The Sports Book management reserves the right to delete any game on the parlay card at any time.

h. The Sports Book Management in its sole discretion reserves the right to refuse any wager(s) and/or to scale back or increase the stakes.

3. Sports Book Wagering Tickets

Sports Book wagers will be evidenced by Sports Book wagering tickets, which are subject to the following:

a. Payment shall be made only on valid computer-generated tickets and the Sports Book is not responsible for lost, late, stolen, altered, mutilated or unreadable tickets. Notwithstanding the foregoing the Sports Book will, subject to available resources and time, use reasonable efforts to assist guests in locating lost Sports Book wagering tickets within the Sports Book system to determine if such lost ticket can be verified and paid by the Sports Book.

b. Guests should verify that all information on Sports Book wagering tickets is accurate before leaving the Sports Book window or self-service betting terminal. The Sports Book is not responsible for errors or omissions made on a Sports Book wagering ticket once the guest has left the Sports Book ticket window or self-service betting terminal.
c. Sports Book wagering tickets are only valid as printed and cannot be altered or disputed by the guest after the guest leaves the Sports Book ticket window or self-service betting terminal. The Sports Book will not honor, or make payment on, any altered tickets.

d. Winning tickets may be mailed in for redemption. See the reverse side of the Sports Book wagering ticket for mail-in redemption instructions. The Sports Book is not responsible for Sports Book wagering tickets that are not mailed-in in compliance with the printed instructions on the reverse side of the Sports Book wagering ticket.

e. Winning Sports Book wagering tickets expire one (1) year from the date of the last event subject to the wager. The time on the tickets is Eastern Time.

4. Wager Types and Wager Calculations

4.1 Wager Types

The Sports Book offers many different types of sports wagers. The list below describes some of the more common Sports Book wager types (rules for other Sports Book wagering types can be found in the Individual Sports Rules section below or within the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media):

a. **Straight wager:** A straight wager is a wager on one selection in an event. The selection must be successful to get a payout.

b. **Side Wager or Point Spread Wager:** A side wager or point spread wager is a straight wager on the point spread (also referred to as a straight wager in baseball).

c. **Total or Over/Under Wager:** A Total or Over/Under wager is a wager for the total points scored between both teams that are playing against each other.

d. **Moneyline Wager:** A Moneyline wager is a wager placed on a game without the point spread. To compensate for the point spread, the payout is handicapped based on the favorite or the underdog.

e. **Parlay:** A parlay wager involves the number of selections chosen to win from different events. See Section 17 of the General Rules of these Sports Book House Rules below for additional rules for parlay wagering.
   - **Two Selection Parlay Wager:** Consists of one wager involving two selections in different events. Both must be successful to get a payout.
   - **Three Selection Parlay Wager:** Consists of one wager involving three selections in different events. All must be successful to get a payout.
   - **Four Selection Parlay Wager:** Like a parlay (above), a four wager parlay involves wagering across a number of different events, in this case four. All four selections must be successful to get a payout.
   - **Five Selection Parlay Wager:** One wager on five different selections. All five must be successful to get a payout.
   - **Six Selection Parlay Wager:** One wager on six different selections. All six selections must be successful to get a payout.
   - **Seven Selection Parlay Wager:** One wager on seven different selections. All seven selections must be successful to get a payout.
   - **Eight Selection Parlay Wager:** One wager on eight different selections. All eight selections must be successful to get a payout.
   - **Other Parlays:** One wager on nine or more (up to 20) different selections. All selections must be successful to get a payout.
f. **Teaser Wager:** A teaser is a type of parlay where a guest can move the point spread or point total in his or her favor, but such a wager results in a lower payout.

g. **Futures Wager:** A futures wager is a wager for some future event, such as wagering on a team before the season to win the championship.

h. **In-Game Wager:** An in-game wager is a wager placed on a game or sports event while it is happening.

i. **Round Robins:** Round Robins represent various possible wagering combinations. For example, if a guest makes ten selections and wants to combine them into all of the possible Six Parlay Wagers, his or her wager amount can be entered in the Six Selection Parlay Wager slip and all of the possible 210 Six Selection Parlay Wagers will be created as wagers for the guest. In this example a 1 dollar wager will cost 210 dollars.

### 4.2 Wager Calculations

Calculations for wager types are as follows:

a. **Straight payoff:** To calculate the payout for a straight wager, add 1 to the corresponding decimal odds of a wager and multiply by the stake to determine the total payout (win + stake) of the wager. For example the total payout of a $50 wager at -110 odds is calculated as \((1 + (100/110)) \times 50 = 95.45\).

b. **Side or Point spread payoff:** Side wagers or wagers on the point spread are offered at 11 to 10 odds (shown as -110), unless otherwise stated. For example, a player must wager $11 to win $10, or $110 to win $100.

c. **Moneyline payoff:** The money line is expressed as a 3-digit number. For example, -120 means a player must wager $120 for every $100 they wish to win, and multiples thereof, and +150 means a player will win $150 for every $100 wager. Moneylines will be converted to corresponding decimal odds, which shall be used to determine the amount the wager will pay out as follows:

   - To convert a negative moneyline to its corresponding decimal odds, divide 100 by the positive value of the moneyline: a moneyline of -110 would result in \(.909\) (ex. \(100/110 = .909\)).
   - To convert a positive moneylines to their corresponding decimal odds, divide the moneyline by 100: a moneyline of +150 would result in 1.50 (ex. \(150/100 = 1.50\)).

The chart below provides further a further illustration of the calculation of moneyline payoffs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Money Lines</th>
<th>Odds Equivalent to One Dollar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-105</td>
<td>.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-110</td>
<td>.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-115</td>
<td>.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-120</td>
<td>.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-125</td>
<td>.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-350</td>
<td>.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-360</td>
<td>.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-370</td>
<td>.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-380</td>
<td>.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-390</td>
<td>.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-690</td>
<td>.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-700</td>
<td>.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-710</td>
<td>.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-720</td>
<td>.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-730</td>
<td>.137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


| -130  | 0.769 | -400  | 0.250 | -740  | 0.135 |
| -135  | 0.741 | -410  | 0.244 | -750  | 0.133 |
| -140  | 0.714 | -420  | 0.238 | -760  | 0.132 |
| -145  | 0.690 | -430  | 0.233 | -770  | 0.130 |
| -150  | 0.667 | -440  | 0.227 | -780  | 0.128 |
| -155  | 0.645 | -450  | 0.222 | -790  | 0.127 |
| -160  | 0.625 | -460  | 0.217 | -800  | 0.125 |
| -165  | 0.606 | -470  | 0.213 | -810  | 0.123 |
| -170  | 0.588 | -480  | 0.208 | -820  | 0.122 |
| -175  | 0.571 | -490  | 0.204 | -830  | 0.120 |
| -180  | 0.556 | -500  | 0.200 | -840  | 0.119 |
| -185  | 0.541 | -510  | 0.196 | -850  | 0.118 |
| -190  | 0.526 | -520  | 0.192 | -860  | 0.116 |
| -195  | 0.512 | -530  | 0.189 | -870  | 0.115 |
| -200  | 0.500 | -540  | 0.185 | -880  | 0.114 |
| -210  | 0.476 | -550  | 0.181 | -890  | 0.112 |
| -220  | 0.455 | -560  | 0.179 | -900  | 0.111 |
| -230  | 0.435 | -570  | 0.175 | -910  | 0.110 |
| -240  | 0.417 | -580  | 0.172 | -920  | 0.109 |
| -250  | 0.400 | -590  | 0.170 | -930  | 0.108 |
| -260  | 0.385 | -600  | 0.167 | -940  | 0.106 |
| -270  | 0.370 | -610  | 0.164 | -950  | 0.105 |
| -280  | 0.357 | -620  | 0.161 | -960  | 0.104 |
| -290  | 0.344 | -630  | 0.159 | -970  | 0.103 |
| -300  | 0.333 | -640  | 0.156 | -980  | 0.102 |
| -310  | 0.323 | -650  | 0.154 | -990  | 0.101 |
| -320  | 0.313 | -660  | 0.152 | -1000 | 0.100 |
| -330  | 0.303 | -670  | 0.149 |        |       |
| -340  | 0.294 | -680  | 0.147 |        |       |
d. **Parlay payoff:** To calculate the payout for a parlay wager, add 1 to the corresponding decimal odds of each event of the parlay and multiply by the stake to determine how much the wager will pay out. For example, a $100 two event parlay with odds of -110 and +120 is calculated as \((1+ \frac{100}{110}) \times (1+ \frac{120}{100}) \times 100 = 420\).

e. **Parlay cards:** If available, odds will be as stated on the Sports Book’s parlay card wagering form.

f. **Teaser payoff:** If available, odds are derived from a fixed payout chart.

5. **Notification of Odds or Line Changes**

Guests will be notified of odds or line changes in the following manner:

a. Posted odds and events will be changed automatically on the electronic boards within the Sports Book lounge.

b. Posted odds and events changes will be changed manually on all handwritten boards within the Sports Book lounge.

c. Non-posted printed media will be updated on at least a weekly basis with the date of the last issue.

The Sports Book will accept Sports Book wagers on currently posted terms unless otherwise posted or noted on printed media (e.g., betting sheets).

6. **In-Game Wagering**

a. In-game wagering shall be subject to these Sports Book House Rules and/or any rules contained in betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media created by Yellow Brick Road Casino and distributed for use at the Yellow Brick Road Casino and/or the Sports Book.

b. If the Sports Book erroneously accepts an in-game wager for a wager type for which the outcome has already been determined or for a wager type not scheduled to be an in-game wager and the event has begun, such wagers shall be deemed “No Action” and refunded (no winnings shall be payable in respect of it).

c. The Sports Book, subject to available resources, shall use its reasonable efforts to suspend in-game wagers not scheduled to be turned on at the start of and at the end of the event, but does not guarantee that such wagers will be suspended at the relevant time.

d. The Sports Book reserves the right at its absolute discretion to part-suspend or fully suspend outcomes/selections for a wager type that has been turned in-game.

e. Guests are responsible for managing their in-game wagers at all times.

f. For the purposes of in-game wagering, guests should be aware that transmissions described as “live” by some broadcasters may actually be delayed or pre-recorded. The extent of any delay may vary depending on the set-up through which they are receiving pictures or data. Please also be aware that, for operational reasons, wager requests made in-game may take slightly longer to process.
7. Results and Sports Book wager settlement

7.1 General

a. Where the Individual Sports Rules (or the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media) do not specify how and on what basis a Sports Book wager will be settled, wagers will be settled on the official result of the applicable governing body regardless of any subsequent disqualification or amendment to the result.

b. If no official result of an applicable governing body is available, the result will be determined by the Sports Book using information from independent sources. In such cases, if any new information comes into the public domain within 48 hours of settlement, then the Sports Book shall determine, in its sole discretion, either:

- whether the Sports Book wager should be reinstated or resettle in light of this new information; or
- whether or not to wait for further information before deciding whether to reinstate or resettle the Sports Book wager. Except where the Sportsbook has announced that it is waiting for further information, any information that comes into the public domain more than 48 hours after a Sports Book wager has been settled shall not be considered by the Sportsbook (regardless of whether or not such information may have led to a different result).

c. In the event of any uncertainty about any result or potential result, the Sports Book reserves the right to suspend settlement of any Sports Book wager for an unlimited period until the uncertainty can be resolved to the reasonable satisfaction of the Sports Book. The Sports Book reserves the right to deem any Sports Book wager as “No Action” if the uncertainty regarding settlement cannot be resolved to the Sports Book’s reasonable satisfaction.

7.2 Non Runners Rule

a. Unless stated otherwise in the General Rules, in the Individual Sports Rules or within the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media, Sports Book wagers are accepted and offered on an “all-in compete or not” basis. This means that, if a player, team or other competitor is withdrawn from an event (whether he, she or it pulls out of the event, is suspended or disqualified from it or otherwise) before he, she or it has taken part in the event, then any Sports Book wager placed on that player, team or competitor (as applicable) will be deemed a losing wager.

b. If a player, team or other competitor has taken any part in a sports event once it has officially started and then fails to complete that event for any reason, any Sports Book wager placed on that player, team or other competitor will be deemed live or “Action” (i.e. wagers on that player, team or other competitor will not be deemed “No Action” and will not be refunded).

8. Sports Event Abandonments, Cancellations, Postponements

Some sports have different rules regarding abandonment, cancellation and/or postponement and these are listed in the Individual Sports Rules or within the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media. However, where a sport has no rules in the Individual Sports Rules, (or within the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media), in relation to an abandonment, cancellation and/or postponement, all sports events must be played on the date scheduled to have “Action”, and the winner of a sports event will be determined on the date of such event’s conclusion subject to the following:
a. In relation to any golf tournaments, boxing matches, tennis matches, auto races, track and field events and international tournaments, if the event is not completed within thirty (30) days after its originally scheduled date, then all Sports Book wagers for such event will be considered “No Action” and refunded.

b. The Sports Book does not recognize defaults prior to the start of the event, suspended events, protests, or overturned decisions for wagering purposes.

c. If on the day of the sports event’s conclusion, no winner(s) is/are determined, the minimum play requirements are not met (see Section 11 of these Sports Book House Rules) or “No Contest” is declared, all Sports Book wagers on that event will be considered “No Action” and will be refunded.

d. All big game future Sports Book wagers (index/odds to win a future contingency) are “Action” as long as a winner/champion is officially declared, regardless of season length, playoff format or date change. All future Sports Book bets are “Action” regardless of team relocation, name change or a change in league affiliation. “No Action” wagers will be refunded.

e. All league championship and division future Sports Book wagers (including conference, division, etc.) have “Action” as long as a winner/champion is officially declared, regardless of season length, playoff format or date change. “No Action” wagers will be refunded.

9. Change of Sports Event Venue

The Sports Book is not responsible for location changes. In situations where the event is played at a location or venue different to that listed, all wagers on the event shall have “Action”, unless otherwise provided for in the Individual Sports Rules of these Sports Book House Rules or within the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media.

10. Periods of Time Rule

Some sports have different rules for when sports event times or schedules are changed and these are listed in the Individual Sports Rules or within the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media. However, if not dealt with in the Individual Sports Rules or the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media, then the following shall apply:

a. On half-time wagers, scoring during the second half shall determine winners and losers. Overtime periods are included as part of the second half. On first-half, quarter, period, set, inning, etc., wagers, only scoring during that designated portion of play shall determine winners and losers.

b. References within these Sports Book House Rules to a particular number of ‘days’ shall mean the end of the day local time after the expiry of the specified number of days. For example, if a boxing match is scheduled for the 1st of December, then the rule that allows the match to be completed within thirty (30) days after the scheduled completion date (see Section 8(a) above) would mean that the deadline for completion of that match would be 11:59:59 p.m. on the 31st of December.

11. Minimum Play Requirements

Some sports have different rules for minimum play requirements for Sports Book wagering purposes and these are listed in the Individual Sports Rules or within the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media.
If not addressed in the Individual Sports Rules (or the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media), for sports events that involve a scheduled length of play or time limit, such events must play to their conclusion or have five minutes or less of scheduled playing time remaining when the contest concludes to be considered official for wagering purposes. If an event is declared not official, all wagers shall be deemed “No Action” and shall be refunded.

12. ‘To Qualify’ Sports Book Wagers Rule

Some sports have different rules regarding ‘to qualify’ Sports Book wagers and these are listed in the Individual Sports Rules or within the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media. However, if not dealt with in the Individual Sports Rules (or the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media), then any to qualify Sports Book wager (e.g. ‘to reach the final’ wagers) will be determined by the competitor or team that progresses, whether or not they take part in the next round or event for which they have qualified. Such wagers shall be settled after the qualifying stage and any subsequent disqualification or amendment to the result shall not count.

13. Dead Heat Rule

Dead heat is a term that describes when two or more selections in an event tie. If a ‘dead-heat’ between two selections is declared on any event, half the stake is applied to the selection at full odds and the other half is lost. If more than two ‘dead-heats’ are declared, the stake is proportioned accordingly. Unless stated otherwise in the Individual Sports Rules, or within the Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media, this “Dead Heat Rule” applies to Sports Book wagers where there are more winners than expected.

14. Errors

The Sports Book makes every effort to ensure that it does not make any errors when accepting Sports Book wagers. However, if as a result of technical or Sports Book system problems or human error, a Sports Book wager is accepted that is at odds (which includes handicap provisions or similar) and/or is on terms that are either (a) materially different from those available in the general wagering market at the time the wager was made; or (b) clearly incorrect given the chance of the event occurring at the time the Sports Book wager was made including, in either case, because the wager was placed after the start of an event, because the sport was not displaying or reflecting in-play status, or because of any other reason, then the Sports Book reserves the right to either (i) correct any obvious errors by settling winning Sports Book wagers at the ‘correct price,’ as reasonably determined by the Sportsbook, or (ii) deem any wager placed where such errors have occurred as “No Action” and refund such wagers.

15. Minimum and Maximum Wager Limits

Sports Book management shall set minimum and maximum wager limits for sports events in management’s sole discretion, which such limits shall be available upon request, provided, in no event shall Sports Book management set a wager limit lower than $0.01 or in excess of $1 Million for any Sports Book wager.

Maximum wager limits for a sports event and/or Sports Book wager may also be determined based on the maximum winning limits and the applicable odds posted for such event and/or wager, so that the actual maximum wager limit may be lower than as set by the Sports Book in the event, due to changing odds,
the wager limit would result in a payout that exceeds the maximum payout limit established by the Sports Book pursuant to Section 16 below.

16. Maximum Payout Limits

Maximum payout limits shall be established at the discretion of Sports Book management. The maximum payout limits refer to the total returns a guest’s Sports Book wager(s), excluding such guest’s original stake. The maximum payout limits apply to any one guest backing the same combination of selections, regardless of whether or not such wagers are struck separately, at a range of different prices, and/or on different days. If the Sports Book believes that a number of Sports Book wagers have been placed in this way, the total payment of all those wagers combined may, in the Sports Book’s sole discretion, be limited to one single maximum payout.

If a guest places a Sports Book wager that exceeds the applicable limits for a particular event, the maximum payouts will still apply. If a multiple/parlay Sports Book wager has been placed which involves events with different maximum payout limits, the lowest applicable maximum payout limit will apply to the whole of such multiple wager— for example, if a guest places a multiple Sports Book wager on a golf match, which, for purposes of this example, has a maximum payout limit of $1,000, and on a tennis tournament, which, for purposes of this example, has a maximum payout limit of $3,000, the winnings will be capped at $1,000 and not $3,000.

17. Multiples/Parlay Sports Book Wagers

a. A multiple Sports Book wager, or a parlay wager, consists of a number of legs or events, defined as one or more chosen selections within or across different sports or sporting events.

b. The Sportsbook reserves the right in its sole discretion not to accept certain multiple Sports Book wagers or to scale back or increase the stakes.

c. All multiple Sports Book wagers placed are subject to the Individual Sports Rules below or the applicable Sports Book’s betting sheets or other official printed wagering information and media that apply to each individual sport that relates to any leg of any multiple Sports Book wager.

d. If any selection in any leg is deemed “No Action” under these Sports Book House Rules (e.g., an abandoned match) then all Sports Book wagers on that individual leg will be void and the multiple Sports Book wager shall be adjusted accordingly. For example a three selection parlay including one void leg will become a two selection parlay. If that voided leg means that an individual wager within a multiple becomes a single Sports Book wager, then such single wager will stand.

18. Guest Sports Book Questions, Complaints and Disputes

Any Sports Book guest can contact the Sports Book Supervisor, Manager or the Director of Sports Book Operations with concerns or questions regarding the Sports Book’s operations or may contact Yellow Brick Road Casino management at:

Yellow Brick Road Casino
800 W. Genesee Street
Chittenango, New York 13037

A guest may also submit their wagering dispute to the Oneida Indian Nation Gaming Commission at any time by contacting the Oneida Indian Nation Gaming Commission at:
19. Miscellaneous

a. Guests should be aware that although the current score, time elapsed and other data on display in the Sports Book is sourced from a "live" feed provided by a third party, this data may be subject to a time delay and/or be inaccurate. If a guest relies on this data to place wagers, he or she does so entirely at his or her own risk. The Sports Book provides this data ‘AS IS’ with no warranty as to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of such data and accepts no responsibility for any loss (direct or indirect) suffered by a guest as a result of his or her reliance on it. All information supplied by the Sports Book is done so in good faith. However, the Sports Book cannot accept liability for any errors or omissions in respect of any information, such as the posting of prices, runners, times, scores, results or general statistics.

b. Any results or scores of which may be provided by a Sports Book employee or agent (for example during in game wagering) are provided for guidance purposes only.

c. Guests are responsible for ensuring that they satisfy themselves that the selection on which they place a Sports Book wager is their intended selection. For example, in the case of a competitor bearing the same name as another individual not competing in the relevant event, it is the Guest’s responsibility to ensure that they know which competitor is being referred to and to ensure that they are placing their Sports Book wager on their chosen competitor.

d. The Sports Book may, in its sole and absolute discretion, decide to suspend wagering on a sports event at any time (even if such suspension is earlier than anticipated by the Sports Book House Rules).

e. The Sports Book’s promotions are available at the discretion of the Sports Book and the Sports Book reserves the right to restrict the availability of a promotion to any guest at its absolute discretion.

f. The Sports Book reserves the right, at its discretion, to perform any and all reasonable investigations on guests for the purpose of verifying information about guests such as source of funds, background history, and creditworthiness.

Individual Sports Rules

These Individual Sports Rules below are organized on a sport-by-sport basis. If a particular sport or sports event, and/or authorized wager type, is not referenced in the applicable sport’s, or sports event’s, ‘rules for specific sport wager types’ the ‘general sport rules’ shall apply, unless otherwise set forth on a betting sheet or other official printed wagering information and media created by Yellow Brick Road Casino and distributed for use at the Yellow Brick Road Casino and/or the Sports Book.

Guests should be sure to review all betting sheets to determine if different or additional rules will apply to a particular wager and/or sports wagering event.

1. American Football (Professional and College)

These specific football rules apply to NFL, NCAA and CFL football and any other football leagues and/or governing bodies that the Sports Book may make available for wagering.
a. At least 55 minutes of play must occur for a football event to be considered official for wagering purposes.

b. For first half and/or halftime wagers, at least 25 minutes of play must occur for a football event to be considered official for wagering purposes.

c. All other wagers based on specific periods (e.g., quarters), are subject to the minimum play rules set forth in the General Rules section of these Sports Book House Rules above (unless otherwise stipulated on the betting sheet or other official printed wagering information and media).

2. Baseball

These specific baseball rules apply to Major League Baseball and Olympic baseball and any other baseball leagues and/or governing bodies that the Sports Book may make available for wagering.

2.1 Minimum Play Requirements

a. For nine-inning scheduled baseball games, results will only be official after, and wagers shall be settled subject to the completion of, a minimum of 9 innings’ play, or 8.5 innings should the home team be leading after completion of 8.5 innings.

b. Subject to Section 2.1(c) below, in the event of a shortened game, including for seven-inning scheduled baseball games, results are official after, and wagers shall be settled subject to the completion of, 5 innings of play, or 4.5 innings should the home team be leading after completion of 4.5 innings. Should a game be called, if the result is official in accordance with this rule, the winner will be determined by the score after the last full inning completed (unless the home team scores to tie, or take the lead in the bottom half of the inning, in which case the runs do count and the winner is determined by the score at the time the game is suspended).

c. When wagering on baseball totals (over/under), run line wagers or proposition wagers, the game must go at least the regulation 9 innings (8.5 if the home team is ahead) for a scheduled nine-inning game or 7 innings (6.5 if the home team is ahead) for a scheduled 7 inning game. Thereafter, if a game is called or suspended the score will be determined after the last full inning; unless the home team scores to tie or take the lead in the bottom half of the subsequent inning, in which case the score is determined at the time the game is called.

d. In the event of suspended games for Non-MLB Playoffs, the game must resume within ten hours from announced suspension for wagers to have “Action.” In the event the suspension lasts longer than ten hours Section 2.1(c) of the Individual Sports Rules for Baseball shall apply.

e. In the case of a suspended MLB Playoff Games, all wagers will stand until the game is completed.

2.2 Rules for Specific Baseball Wager Types

a. For baseball straight wagers, guests may lay or take money odds. Money odds are always quoted in term of $100. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Odds</th>
<th>Bet to Win</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mets</td>
<td>-140</td>
<td>$140 to win $100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braves</td>
<td>+120</td>
<td>$100 to win $120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Baseball parlay payoffs are computed by multiplying the payoff conversion (odds equivalent to one dollar) of the team in the parlay, by the amount wagered.
c. For a “Both Specified Pitchers” wager (a wager that specifies both starting pitchers), both listed pitchers must start for wagers to stand and any variation constitutes “No Action”. Any such “No Action” wagers shall be refunded. Each team’s starting pitcher is defined for wagering purposes as the pitcher that throws the initial pitch.

d. For total (over/under) wagers, extra innings, where applicable, shall count for settlement purposes.

3. Basketball

These specific basketball rules apply to NBA, WNBA, NCAA (Men’s and Women’s) and Olympic basketball and any other basketball leagues and/or governing bodies that the Sports Book may make available for wagering

a. For NBA and WNBA games, at least 43 minutes of play must occur for a basketball event to be considered official for wagering purposes.

b. For NBA and WNBA games, for first half and/or halftime wagers, at least 20 minutes of play must occur for the basketball event to be considered official for wagering purposes.

c. For NCAA games, at least 35 minutes of play must occur for the basketball event to be considered official for wagering purposes.

d. For NCAA games, for first half and/or halftime wagers, at least 15 minutes of play must occur for the basketball event to be considered official for wagering purposes.

e. All other wagers based on specific periods (e.g., quarters), are subject to the minimum play rules set forth in the General Rules section of these Sports Book House Rules above (unless otherwise stipulated on the betting sheet or other official printed wagering information and media).

4. Boxing

These specific boxing rules apply to Olympic boxing and professional title and qualifier title bouts sanctioned by the WBA, WBO, WBC and/or IBF and any other boxing leagues and/or governing bodies that the Sports Book may make available for wagering.

4.1 Minimum Play Requirements

a. When the bell (buzzer, etc.) is sounded signifying the start of the opening round the bout is considered official for wagering purposes, regardless of the scheduled length, provided, for “Bout Decided by Decision,” “Fighter to Win by Split Decision” and “Fighter to Win by Unanimous Decision” wagers, all scheduled rounds must be completed.

b. In boxing Go/Don’t Go (over/under) proposition wagers, a full round is defined as one in which the bell (buzzer, etc.) has sounded, signifying the conclusion of such round. If a fighter is counted out or the bout officially stopped prior to the bell, that round is not considered a full round for wagering purposes. If a half round (one minute and thirty seconds of a round), or other specified time is listed, the official time of the bout’s conclusion, as determined by ring officials, will determine proposition winners and losers.

c. If the fight ends exactly at a half a round, it will be graded as an over.
4.2 Rules for Specific Boxing Wagering Types

a. Unless otherwise specified, all boxing wagers, including Win, Go/Don’t Go, KO, Decision, Draw, etc., will have “Action” regardless of any change in weight class, scheduled length of the bout or championship sanction.

b. All boxing Pick-the-Round or Total Rounds proposition wagers are “No Action”, and will be refunded, if the scheduled length of the bout or number of scheduled rounds is changed from the distance displayed by the Sports Book.

c. For round distance wagering, where a boxer fails to answer the bell for the start of any round, the fight will be deemed to have officially ended in the last round fought.

d. For total (over/under) wagering, if a fighter does not answer the bell to start a round where the fight has gone the exact distance listed on the total, the UNDER is the winner. For example, boxer A/boxer B total rounds are listed as 6 rounds; boxer A fails to answer the bell to start the 7th round; the fight officially ends in the 6th round and the proposition would have UNDER as the winner.

e. On boxing KO proposition wagers, “KO” includes knockout, technical knockout, disqualification.

f. On boxing Decision proposition wagers, “Decision” means fight must go to the judges’ scorecard(s) to determine a winner, including a technical decision.

g. On boxing Draw proposition wagers, “Draw” means the fight must go to the judges’ scorecard(s) and declared a draw, including a technical draw, regardless of number of rounds completed.

5. Mixed Martial Arts (MMA)

These specific MMA rules apply to UFC and Bellator MMA and any other MMA leagues and/or governing bodies that the Sports Book may make available for wagering.

a. Fights must take place within one week of the listed date of the fight or the event and all pending wagers on the event will be deemed “No Action” and refunded. Venue changes within the same country will not affect the status of pending wagers on the fight. Venue changes to a different country will result in all pending wagers for the event being deemed “No Action” and refunded.

b. If a fight weight class for an event is changed for any reason, this will have no effect on any pending wager status. No wager will be deemed “No Action” based on a weight class change for an event.

c. If the number of scheduled rounds in a fight or event is changed or incorrectly posted, only the money line to win the fight will have “Action”. Any other wagers on the event, including fight totals, fight propositions, exact round of ending, fighter to win inside distance, win by decision, and goes distance propositions will be deemed “No Action” and refunded.

d. A total listed on a fight represents the total number of completed rounds. The halfway point of a round is at exactly one minute and thirty seconds into a three minute round. Thus, 4½ rounds would be one minute and thirty seconds of the 5th round. The halfway point of a two minute round is at the one minute mark. The halfway point of a five minute round is at the two minutes and thirty seconds mark.
e. Unless otherwise stated, the ring announcer will announce the elapsed time of any uncompleted round. “At X:XX of round X” or “X:XX into the Xth round” refers to time completed in the round, not time remaining in the round.

f. If the fight ends exactly at a half a round, it will be graded as an OVER.

g. Event results will be graded/re-graded based on the official result at ringside. An event result may be revised or altered after initial presentation by the ring announcer. Event results are not official for wagering purposes until verified by officials at the event venue. The overturning of a fight decision by an official or unofficial sanctioning body, based on appeal, suspension, lawsuit, drug testing result, or any other fighter sanction, will not be recognized for wagering purposes.

h. A wager on a fighter "Inside Distance" wins if the selected fighter wins by KO, TKO, DQ, submission, or technical decision

i. A wager on a fighter to win by “KO/TKO” wins only if the fighter wins by KO, TKO, DQ, or corner stoppage. A win by submission is not considered a KO/TKO.

j. A wager on a fighter to “win by any decision” wins if the selected fighter wins by technical decision or a decision where the fight goes the “complete distance”, meaning the fight goes the full number of scheduled rounds.

k. A wager on a fighter to “win by X round decision” wins only if the selected fighter wins by decision where the fight goes the “complete distance”.

l. When a “draw” occurs, wagers on both fighters "to win" are refunded. Other proposition wagers are graded according to their specific wording (see betting sheets).

m. An “If Wins Only” wager loses when a fight ends in a draw.

n. Wagers with the following annotation “(Scorecards = No Action)”, will be refunded if the fight goes to scorecards for any reason. For this specific case, wagers will have “Action” only if the fight is decided by KO, TKO, DQ, or submission.

o. For any fight that is deemed “no contest” or “no decision” all wagers on such event will be deemed “No Action” and refunded.

p. A wager on a fighter winning in a specific round is a loser if the fight goes the “complete distance”.

q. A fighter wins by “Unanimous Decision” when all three judges score that fighter as the winner.

r. A fighter wins by “Split-Decision” when two judges score that fighter as the winner and one judge scores the other fighter as the winner.

s. A fighter wins by “Majority Decision” when two judges score that fighter as the winner and one judge scores the fight a draw.

t. A fight is a “Unanimous Draw” when all three judges score the fight as a draw. In such event, all wagers will be deemed “No Action” and refunded.

u. A fight is a “Split-Decision Draw” when one judge scores the fight a draw, one judge scores, the fight for one fighter, and one judge scores the fight for the other fighter. In such event, all wagers will be deemed “No Action” and refunded.

v. A fight is a “Majority Draw” when two judges score the fight a draw and one judge scores the fight for either of the two fighters. In such event, all wagers will be deemed “No Action” and refunded.
w. A fight is a “Technical Draw” when a fight ends before an allotted number of rounds (between four to six rounds, depending on sanctioning body rules) usually because of an accidental headbutt. In such event, all wagers will be deemed “No Action” and refunded.

x. If the phrase “Fight goes 1:30 round X”, and the fight ends at exactly that second of that round, then “Fight goes” will be graded the winner.

y. In round distance wagering, if a fighter fails to answer the bell for the start of any round, the fight officially ended in the last round fought. In total wagering, if a fighter does not answer the bell to start a round where the fight has gone the exact distance listed on the total, the UNDER is the winner. For example, fighter A/fighter B total rounds are listed as 6 rounds; fighter A fails to answer the bell to start the 7th round; the fight officially ends in the 6th round and the proposition would have UNDER as the winner.

z. A round is not complete until a fighter starts the following round.

6. Golf

These specific golf rules apply to PGA Tour Events PGA Tour Champions, LPGA, European Tour, Ryder Cup and Olympic golf and any other golf leagues and/or governing bodies that the Sports Book may make available for wagering.

a. Most holes played wins player match-up proposition wagers. If number of holes played is equal, low score wins the match-up.

b. If golfers listed in a match-up proposition are involved in a three-way (or more) playoff, either player involved must win the playoff to win that match-up or wagers will be deemed “No Action” and refunded.

c. All tournament and future wagers on golf are “Action” regardless if player begins play.

7. Hockey/Ice Hockey

These specific hockey rules apply to NHL, NCAA (Men’s Division I) and Olympic Hockey and any other hockey leagues and/or governing bodies that the Sports Book may make available for wagering.

a. At least 55 minutes of play must occur for a hockey event to be considered official for wagering purposes.

b. In the event of a shootout, for wagering purposes, the winner is awarded one goal, which is considered in the determination of the winner and loser, and counted toward the game total.

8. Auto Racing

These specific auto racing rules apply to NASCAR Cup Series, NASCAR Gander Outdoors Truck Series, IndyCar Series, Formula One, and other auto racing league and/or governing bodies that Sports Book may make available for wagering.

a. Wagers are accepted on drivers only, not teams or cars.

b. For driver match-up proposition wagers, one driver is picked to finish in front of the other driver. Drivers need not win or finish the race.
c. For over/under, cautions, lap leader or lead change proposition wagers, all scheduled laps must be run or wagers will be deemed “No Action” and refunded.

d. Once a race has started, match-ups and proposition wagers are “Action” regardless of when such race runs to conclusion.

e. All future wagers on Auto Racing are “Action” regardless if the driver starts or qualifies.

f. Results for auto racing will be considered official for wagering purposes within two hours after post-race inspection. At that time, applicable auto series recognized results and statistics will be used to determine all winners and losers. Any subsequent changes will not be recognized.

9. Soccer

These specific soccer rules apply to FIFA World Cups and Qualifiers, MLS, UEFA Champions League (group stage and beyond), English Premier League, Spanish La Liga, German Bundesliga, French LIGUE 1, Italian Serie A, Mexican Liga Bancomer, UEFA Europa League (group stage and beyond), CONCACAF Gold Cup (group stage and beyond), CONMEBOL Copa American (group stage and beyond), Olympic soccer and any other soccer tournaments and/or soccer tournament governing bodies the Sports Book may make available for wagering.

a. All soccer wagers on a single match, whether they be the 2 way line, the 3 way line, or the total (over/under), are for 90 minutes plus injury time only. Any added extra time or penalty kicks do not count towards these wagers unless otherwise stipulated on the betting sheet or other official printed wagering information and media.

b. Soccer matches must go the entire 90 minutes plus injury time for action. If a match is postponed or cancelled for any reason prior to the 90 minutes being completed, all wagers shall be deemed “No Action” and shall be refunded.

c. In any wager entitled “To Advance” to a specific round, all wagers are deemed to have “Action” as long as a winner is declared.

10. Tennis

These specific tennis rules apply to USTA Pro Events, ATP Tour Events (500 series and above), WTA Tour Events (international and above), Grand Slam Tournaments (main events only), Olympic tennis and any other tennis leagues and/or governing bodies that the Sports Book may make available for wagering.

a. All tennis matches must be played to their natural completion for wagers to have “Action”, unless otherwise stipulated on the betting sheet or other official printed wagering information and media. If it is a 3 set match, one player must win 2 complete sets. If it is a 5 set match, one player must win complete 3 sets. If any retirement/disqualification takes place prior to a player winning such minimum number of sets, all wagers shall be deemed “No Action” and shall be refunded.

b. For Numbered Game / Point Markets, for example ‘To Win Game 2’ or ‘To Win 1st Point in Game 2’ shall be deemed “No Action” and refunded if that game/point is not completed. Numbered Game/Point markets will be considered “No Action” and refunded if the wrong server is set. In numbered Set markets, for example ‘Second Set Total Games’ or ‘Third Set Handicap’ will be considered “No Action” and refunded if that set is not completed.

c. All future wagers on tennis have “Action” regardless if player begins play.